




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ܥܱ ௘ܲ௙௙௘௖௧௜௩௘ ൌ ொሶ೎೚೚೗೔೙೒ௐሶ ಶ೙೒೔೙೐షಲ಴ಾ   (Eqn. 2.2)  


















































































































































































































1.5  0.80  0.80  0.60  0.80  1.05  1.25 
    0.60  0.80  0.80  0.82  1.25 
  0.60  0.80  0.60  0.80  0.86  1.07 



















































































































ሶܹ ஼ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ భ்ఎ೎ ቂܴܲ஼

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Ambient and Operating Conditions  Value  Units   Uncertainty [+/‐] 
Ambient Temperature  531  [Deg. R]  1.7 
Ambient Pressure  14.69  [psia]  0.02 
Ambient Relative Humidity  0.4  [‐]  0.08 
ACM Compressor Inlet Temperature  526  [Deg. R]  1.7 
ACM Compressor Inlet Pressure  26.95  [psia]  0.02 
ACM Compressor Efficiency  0.72  [‐]  0.02 
ACM Compressor Outlet Pressure  37.08  [psia]  0.02 
ACM Intercooler Effectiveness  0.83  [‐]  0.04 
ACM Intercooler Pressure Drop  0.3  [psi]  0.03 
ACM Mass Flow Rate  13.73  [lbm/min]  0.6 
ACM Turbine Inlet Temperature  536  [Deg. R]  1.7 








COP, Dry Air Rated [‐]  0.61  0.64  0.04 



































































































































































































ݑி ൌ ൤ቀడிడ௫ ݑ௫ቁ
ଶ ൅ ቀడிడ௬ ݑ௬ቁ

























ሺ మ்೎ି భ்೎ሻ ൅
భ்೎൥ቀುమ೎ುభ೎ቁ
ം೎షభ ം೎ൗ ൩
ሺ మ்೎ି భ்೎ሻమ       (Eqn. A.3) 
 
డఎ೎
డ మ்೎ ൌ െ
భ்೎൥ቀುమ೎ುభ೎ቁ
ം೎షభ ം೎ൗ ൩
































ሺ ଶܶ௖ െ ଵܶ௖ሻ ൅
ଵܶ௖ ൥ቀ ଶܲ௖ଵܲ௖ቁ
ఊ೎ିଵ ఊ೎ൗ ൩


































ۇ ଵܶ௖ ቀ ଶܲ௖ଵܲ௖ቁ
ఊ೎ିଵ ఊ೎ൗ






































































16.69  18.71  530 555.1 0.0692  1.121
18.69  22.92  530 575.3 0.0391  1.226
20.69  27.29  530 592.1 0.0289  1.319
22.69  31.8  530 606.5 0.0237  1.401
24.69  36.45  530 618.9 0.0206  1.476
26.69  41.22  530 629.9 0.0185  1.544



































ሶܹ ௧ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ሺ ଵܶ௧ െ ଶܶ௧ሻ     (Eqn. A.11) 
Alternatively, it can be expressed in terms of measured quantities. 





ሶܳ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ሺ ௔ܶ௠௕௜௘௡௧ െ ଶܶ௧ሻ     (Eqn. A.13) 
The cooling capacity can be expressed in terms of measured quantities. 



































































































ሶ݉ ଵ ൌ ሶ݉ ଶ    (Eqn. B.3) 
Energy 
ሶܹ ௜௡ ൌ ሶ݉ ሺ݄ଶ െ ݄ଵሻ    (Eqn. B.4) 
For a perfect gas, enthalpy can be found with the following equation 
݄ ൌ ܿ௣൫ܶ െ ௥ܶ௘௙൯    (Eqn. B.5) 
Substituting Eqn. B.5 into Eqn. B.4 results in the following energy equation 
ሶܹ ௜௡ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ሺ ଶܶ െ ଵܶሻ    (Eqn. B.6) 
Using the equation of state for an ideal gas (Eqn. 3.1.1), we get 
ሶܹ ௜௡ ൌ ሶ݉ ௖೛ோ ሺ ଶܲ߭ଶ െ ଵܲ߭ଵሻ    (Eqn. B.7) 
Rearranging Eqn. B.7 results in 






ሶܹ ௜௡ ൌ ሶ݉ ௖೛ோ ଶܲ߭ଵ ቈ
௉భ
௉మ
ଵ ఊൗ െ ௉భ௉మ቉    (Eqn. B.9) 
Rearranging and defining pressure ratio as ܴܲ௖ ؝ ଶܲ஼ ଵܲ஼ൗ   we get, 
ሶܹ ௜௡ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ ଵܲ߭ଵ ቂܴܲ஼
ఊିଵ ఊൗ െ 1ቃ    (Eqn. B.10) 
55 
Finally, substituting the ideal gas equation of state, we get 
ሶܹ ஼ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ ଵܶ஼ ቂܴܲ஼
ఊିଵ ఊൗ െ 1ቃ    (Eqn. B.11) 
If we define an isentropic efficiency as 
ߟ ؝ ௐሶ ೔ೞ೐೙೟ೝ೚೛೔೎ௐሶ ೌ೎೟ೠೌ೗     (Eqn. B.12) 
Eqn. B.11 becomes 
ሶܹ ஼ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ భ்ఎ೎ ቂܴܲ஼



















































ሶܹ ௢௨௧ ൌ ሶ݉ ሺ݄ଵ െ ݄ଶሻ    (Eqn. B.17) 
For a perfect gas, enthalpy can be found with the following equation 
݄ ൌ ܿ௣൫ܶ െ ௥ܶ௘௙൯    (Eqn. B.18) 
Substituting Eqn. B.18 into Eqn. B.17 results in the following energy equation 
ሶܹ ௢௨௧ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ሺ ଵܶ െ ଶܶሻ    (Eqn. B.19) 
Using the equation of state for an ideal gas (Eqn. B.14), we get 
ሶܹ ௢௨௧ ൌ ሶ݉ ௖೛ோ ሺ ଵܲ߭ଵ െ ଶܲ߭ଶሻ    (Eqn. B.20) 
Rearranging Eqn. B.20 results in 












Rearranging and defining pressure ratio as ܴܲ௖ ؝ ଶܲ஼ ଵܲ஼ൗ   we get, 
ሶܹ ௢௨௧ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ ଵܲ߭ଵ ቂ1 െ ்ܴܲ
ఊିଵ ఊൗ ቃ    (Eqn. B.23) 
Making a substitution with the ideal gas equation of state, 













ߟ ؝ ௐሶ ೌ೎೟ೠೌ೗ௐሶ ೔ೞ೐೙೟ೝ೚೛೔೎    (Eqn. B.26) 
Eqn. B.25 becomes 





























௔௚ ൌ ሶܹ ் െ ܹ

























ሺ మ்೎ି భ்೎ሻ      (Eqn. B.31) 
B.4.2 Turbine Isentropic Efficiency Measurement with Bearing Losses Combined 
Rearranging Eqn. B.28 










































ሶܹ ௔௖௧௨௔௟ ൌ ሶ݉ ௠௘௔௦௨௥௘ௗܿ௣൫ ଵܶ,௠௘௔௦௨௥௘ௗ െ ଶܶ,௠௘௔௦௨௥௘ௗ൯   (Eqn. B.36) 
This is the physical power produced by an adiabatic turbine before bearing losses.  Eqn. B.36 and 
Eqn. B.25 can be substituted into Eqn. B.33 to form 

























ሶ݉ ܿ௣ሺ ଶܶ െ ଵܶሻ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ భ்ఎ೎ ቂܴܲ஼




ଶܶ ൌ ଵܶ ൅ భ்ఎ೎ ቈܴܲ஼





























ሶ݉ ܿ௣ భ்೎ఎ೎ ቂܴܲ஼





ఊିଵ ఊൗ െ 1ቃ ൌ ሺܶ1ܶ െ ܶ2ܶሻ    (Eqn. B.44) 
This can be arranged in the form 
ଶ்ܶ ൌ ଵ்ܶ െ ܶ1ܿߟܿ ൤ܴܲܥ

















































ሶܹ ஼ ൌ ሶ݉ ܿ௣ భ்ఎ೎ ቂܴܲ஼








௖ܰ ൌ ௖ܰכට ଵܶ௖ 545ൗ    (Eqn. C.3) 
The compressor outlet temperature can be determined using the known or assumed 
compressor inlet temperature, compressor pressure ratio, and compressor efficiency.  
ଶܶ ൌ ଵܶ ൅ భ்ఎ೎ ቈܴܲ஼








ଵ்ܲ ൌ ଶܲ௖ െ ∆ ு்ܲ௑ோ  (Eqn. C.5) 
ଵ்ܶ ൌ ଶܶ௖ െ ߝሺ ଶܶ௖ െ ௔ܶ௠௕ሻ  (Eqn. C.6) 
Typically the turbine outlet pressure can be assumed to be the ambient pressure.  The turbine 
pressure ratio can be found from the following equation. 










































































































































































































































































































































% This is the main ACM modeling program.
 
% 1) Load compressor and turbine data into tab-delimited text files.
% 2) Set system parameters (Main_Parameters.m)
% 3) Execute this file.  










% Clear the workspace, command window, close open plots/windows, 
etc...
    clear;
    close all;
    clc;
 
    %matlabpool(2)
    
    
% Load/preprocess compressor data
    comp_data_process;
 
% Load/preprocess turbine data
    turb_data_process;
 
% Load/preprocess heat exchanger data
    %HTXR1
        % n/a for now
    %HTXR2
        htxr2_data_process;
 
% Load system parameters
    Main_Parameters;
 
% Load psychometric table data
    PsychometricTables = PsychometricTables(0);
    
% Find humdity stuff...
    water_mass_init = PsychometricLookup(ambient.P,ambient.T,ambient.
rel_hum,PsychometricTables)*7000;   %grains
 
% T-C Operating Point Matching
89
    % Set mass flow rate tolerances and limits
        rel_tol_mass = 1e-2;
        w_mass = 0.8;    %relaxation factor
        n = 0;
        
    % Set Initial Guesses
        m_dot_c_corr = 6:0.05:8;
        PR_c = 1.25:0.01:1.55;
 
        n_calcs = length(m_dot_c_corr)*length(PR_c);
        
for index = 1:length(m_dot_c_corr)
    percent_complete = index/length(m_dot_c_corr)*100;
    percent_display = ['Calculations are ' num2str(percent_complete) 
'% complete.'];
    display(percent_display)
    for index2 = 1:length(PR_c)
        
multi_acm(index,index2) = TC_match(acm,engine,ambient,water_mass_init,
m_dot_c_corr(index),PR_c(index2));





    end
end
 
% Keep the points that meet power, speed, and mass balance criteria
k_index = 1;
 
for index = 1:length(m_dot_c_corr)
    for index2 = 1:length(PR_c)
        
        if (isnan(multi_acm(index,index2).power_t) == 0) & (isnan
(multi_acm(index,index2).power_c) == 0) & (isnan(multi_acm(index,
index2).m_dot_t_phy) == 0) & (isnan(multi_acm(index,index2).
m_dot_c_phy) == 0)
             keepers_nan(k_index,:) = [index, index2];
             k_index = k_index+1;
        end
 





for index = 1:length(keepers_nan(:,1))
    
90
    if (abs(multi_acm(keepers_nan(index,1),keepers_nan(index,2)).
power_t-multi_acm(keepers_nan(index,1),keepers_nan(index,2)).power_c) 
<= 0.2)
        keepers_power(k_index,:) = keepers_nan(index,:);
        k_index = k_index+1;





for index = 1:length(keepers_power(:,1))
    
    if (abs(multi_acm(keepers_power(index,1),keepers_power(index,2)).
m_dot_t_phy-multi_acm(keepers_power(index,1),keepers_power(index,2)).
m_dot_c_phy) <= 0.1)
        keepers_mass(k_index,:) = keepers_power(index,:);
        k_index = k_index+1;








for index = 1:length(keepers_mass(:,1))










for index = 1:length(keepers_mass(:,1))














for index = 1:length(keepers_mass(:,1))
    scatter(multi_acm(keepers_mass(index,1),keepers_mass(index,2)).
m_dot_c_corr,multi_acm(keepers_power(index,1),keepers_power(index,2)).
PR_c)










figure(3)     % DAR Cooling Capacity vs. ACM Pressure Ratio
scatter(pts_scatter(5,:),pts_scatter(3,:))
 
figure(4)     % Turbine efficiency vs. Corrected flow rate
scatter(pts_scatter(1,:),pts_scatter(4,:))
 
figure(6)     % Turbine efficiency vs. Physical flow rate
scatter(pts_scatter(7,:),pts_scatter(4,:))
 
figure(5)     % Turbine Outlet Temperature vs. ACM Presure Ratio
scatter(pts_scatter(5,:),pts_scatter(6,:))
 
% Optional windows closing...
    %close all;
 
%matlabpool close
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%Program by Chris Forster
 
%Ambient Conditions
ambient.T = 526;    %Rankine
ambient.P = 14.69;  %psia





























%HTXR2 Fan Operating Parameters












if (isnan(P1) == 1) | (isnan(P2) == 1) | (isnan(T1) == 1) | (isnan
(m_dot) == 1) | (isnan(eta_t) == 1)
    W_t = 0;

















% Turbine Mass Flow Rate
 
%turb_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%turb_data(:,2) = Pressure Ratio
%turb_data(:,3) = Corrected mass flow rate data 
%turb_data(:,4) = Turbine Efficiency (0-1 range)
 




if (isnan(P1) == 1) | (isnan(P2) == 1) | (isnan(T1) == 1) | (isnan
(N_phy) == 1)
    m_dot = 0;







% Lookup speeds, then calc two flowrates based on PR
for index = 1:length(turb_data.speeds)
    if N_corrected_t < turb_data.speeds(1)
        m_dot_corrected_t = 0;
        %display('Corrected Turbine Speed Too Low, NO DATA')
        break
    end
    
    if N_corrected_t > turb_data.speeds(length(turb_data.speeds))
        m_dot_corrected_t = 0;
        %display('Corrected Turbine Speed Too High, NO DATA')
        break
    end
    
    if N_corrected_t == turb_data.speeds(index)
        m_dot_corrected_t = turb_data.fits.flow(index,1)
*PR^2+turb_data.fits.flow(index,2)*PR+turb_data.fits.flow(index,3);
        break
    end
    
    if N_corrected_t < turb_data.speeds(index)
        m_dot1 = turb_data.fits.flow(index-1,1)*PR^2+turb_data.fits.
flow(index-1,2)*PR+turb_data.fits.flow(index-1,3);
        m_dot2 = turb_data.fits.flow(index,1)*PR^2+turb_data.fits.flow
(index,2)*PR+turb_data.fits.flow(index,3);
        




        break















% This function finds the turbine efficiency from the turbine data 
file.
 
%turb_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%turb_data(:,2) = Pressure Ratio 
%turb_data(:,3) = Correct Turbine Mass Flow Rate




if (isnan(P1) == 1) | (isnan(P2) == 1) | (isnan(T1) == 1) | (isnan
(N_phy) == 1)
    eta_turb = 0;








% Lookup speeds, then calc two flowrates based on PR
for index = 1:length(turb_data.speeds)
    if N_corrected < turb_data.speeds(1)
        eta_turb = 0;
        %display('Corrected Turbine Speed Too Low, NO DATA')
        break
    end
    
    if N_corrected > turb_data.speeds(length(turb_data.speeds))
        eta_turb = 0;
        %display('Corrected Turbine Speed Too High, NO DATA')
        break
    end
    
    if N_corrected == turb_data.speeds(index)
        eta_turb = turb_data.fits.eff(index,1)*PR^2+turb_data.fits.eff
(index,2)*PR+turb_data.fits.eff(index,3);
        break
    end
    
    if N_corrected < turb_data.speeds(index)
        eta1 = turb_data.fits.eff(index-1,1)*PR^2+turb_data.fits.eff
(index-1,2)*PR+turb_data.fits.eff(index-1,3);
        eta2 = turb_data.fits.eff(index,1)*PR^2+turb_data.fits.eff
(index,2)*PR+turb_data.fits.eff(index,3);
        
97
        eta_turb = eta1 + (eta2-eta1)/(turb_data.speeds(index)-
turb_data.speeds(index-1))*(N_corrected - turb_data.speeds(index-1));
        break










%turb_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%turb_data(:,2) = Pressure Ratio 
%turb_data(:,3) = Correct Turbine Mass Flow Rate
%turb_data(:,4) = Turbine Efficiency
 
% Using structures...
for index = 1:length(acm.turb_data.speeds)
    counter = 1;
    for index2 = 1:length(acm.turb_data.file(:,1))
        if (acm.turb_data.file(index2,1) == acm.turb_data.speeds
(index))
            acm.turb_data.data(counter,1,index) = acm.turb_data.speeds
(index);
            acm.turb_data.data(counter,2,index) = acm.turb_data.file
(index2,2);
            acm.turb_data.data(counter,3,index) = acm.turb_data.file
(index2,3);
            acm.turb_data.data(counter,4,index) = acm.turb_data.file
(index2,4);
            counter = counter + 1;
        end
    end
end    
 
acm.turb_data.forcedpoint = [1 0 0];
 
for index = 1:length(acm.turb_data.speeds)
    tempvar1 = cat(2,acm.turb_data.speeds(index),acm.turb_data.
forcedpoint);
    tempvar2(:,:,index) = cat(1,acm.turb_data.data(:,:,index),
tempvar1);







for index = 1:length(acm.turb_data.speeds)
    acm.turb_data.fits.flow(index,:) = polyfit(acm.turb_data.data(:,2,
index),acm.turb_data.data(:,3,index),2);













%The file format is a tab-delimited text file
 
    %turb_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
    %turb_data(:,2) = Pressure Ratio 
    %turb_data(:,3) = Correct Turbine Mass Flow Rate
    %turb_data(:,4) = Turbine Efficiency
    
    










    
    acm.m_dot_c_corr = m_dot_c_corr;
    acm.PR_c = PR_c;
 
    % Find Compressor Speed (Physical Speed)
        acm.P1_c = engine.boost+14.7;
        acm.P2_c = acm.P1_c*acm.PR_c;
        acm.T1_c = ambient.T-5;
    
        acm.N_c_phy = compressor_speed(acm.P1_c,acm.P2_c,acm.T1_c,acm.
m_dot_c_corr,acm.comp_x_speed,acm.comp_y_speed,acm.comp_z_speed);
    
    % Find physical flow from compressor corrected flow
        acm.m_dot_c_phy = compressor_flow_phy(acm.P1_c,acm.T1_c,acm.
m_dot_c_corr);
        
    % Find compressor efficiency.
        acm.eta_c = compressor_efficiency(acm.P1_c,acm.P2_c,acm.T1_c,
acm.m_dot_c_corr,acm.comp_x_eta,acm.comp_y_eta,acm.comp_z_eta);
    
    % Find compressor outlet temperature.
        acm.T2_c = acm.T1_c + (1/acm.eta_c)*acm.T1_c*((acm.P2_c/acm.
P1_c)^0.285-1);      %Deg R
        
    % Find required compressor power.
        acm.power_c = compressor_power(acm.P1_c,acm.P2_c,acm.T1_c,acm.
m_dot_c_phy,acm.eta_c);
        
    % Find pressure drop accross the heat exchanger.
        acm.P_delta = 0.3;      %psia, constant for now...
        
        acm.P1_t = acm.P2_c - acm.P_delta;
        
    % Find heat exchanger outlet temperature.
        acm.T_delta_htxr2 = acm.T2_c - ambient.T;
        
        acm.E_htxr = 0.83;
                
        acm.T1_t = acm.T2_c - acm.E_htxr*(acm.T2_c - ambient.T);
        
        % Convert T1_t to T1_t_DAR
            acm.g_sat_t1 = PsychometricLookup(acm.P1_t,acm.T1_t,1,
PsychometricTables)*7000;   %grains
            acm.T1_t_DAR = T_DAR((acm.T1_t-460),acm.g_sat_t1,
water_mass_init) + 460;
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    % Find Turbine mass flow rate (physical) from speed and pressure 
ratio across turbine.
        acm.N_t_phy = acm.N_c_phy;
        acm.P2_t = ambient.P;
        
        acm.m_dot_t_phy = turbine_massflow(acm.P1_t,acm.P2_t,acm.
T1_t_DAR,acm.N_t_phy,acm.turb_data);  %Actual flow (not corrected)
             
    % Find corrected turbine flow from m_dot_t
        acm.m_dot_t_corrected = turbine_massflow_corrected(acm.P1_t,
acm.T1_t_DAR,acm.m_dot_t_phy);
        
    % Find turbine efficiency    
        acm.eta_t = turbine_efficiency(acm.P1_t,acm.P2_t,acm.T1_t_DAR,
acm.N_t_phy,acm.turb_data);
           
    % Find power produced by turbine
        acm.power_t = turbine_power(acm.P1_t,acm.P2_t,acm.T1_t,acm.
m_dot_t_phy,acm.eta_t);
        
    % Find turbine outlet temperature
        acm.T2_t = acm.T1_t_DAR - acm.T1_t_DAR*(acm.eta_t+0.10)*
(((acm.P1_t/acm.P2_t)^0.285-1)/(acm.P1_t/acm.P2_t)^0.285);
        %acm.T2_t = acm.T1_t_DAR - (acm.power_t*42.4072263)/acm.
m_dot_t_phy/0.241;
        
    % Find humdity stuff...
        acm.T2_g_sat = PsychometricLookup(ambient.P,acm.T2_t,1,
PsychometricTables)*7000;   %grains
        acm.T2_t_DAR = T_DAR((acm.T2_t-460),acm.T2_g_sat,
water_mass_init) + 460;
        
        acm.T2_t_DB = T_DAR_DB((acm.T2_t_DAR-460),acm.T2_g_sat,
water_mass_init) + 460;
        
    % Find cooling capacity 
        acm.Q_dot_DAR = acm.m_dot_t_phy*0.241*(ambient.T - acm.
T2_t_DAR)*60/12000;      %Units in tons








end %End of function
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%Program by Chris Forster
%July 15, 2008
 
%Input all humidity ratios in grains/lbm
%Input temperature in degrees F
 
%Returns Dry Air Rated Temperature in degrees F
 
function[T_DB] = T_DAR_DB(T_DAR,g_sat,g_tot)
    if (isnan(T_DAR) == 1) | (isnan(g_sat) == 1) | (isnan(g_tot) == 1)
        T_DB = 0;
        %display('T_DAR_DB NaN input warning, T_DB set to zero!')
    else
 
    % Define g_ent (entrained water)
    if (g_tot >= g_sat)
        g_ent = g_tot - g_sat;
    else
        g_ent = 0;
    end
    
    % Convert grains to lbm
    g_sat = g_sat/7000;
    g_tot = g_tot/7000;
    g_ent = g_ent/7000;
    
    % Calculate T_DB from T_DAR assuming above 32F (DB)
    % Check assumption afterwards.
    
    T_DB_TBD = (T_DAR*(0.24+0.4332*g_tot)+1093*g_ent)/(0.24+0.
4332*g_sat+g_ent);
    
    if (T_DB_TBD <= 32)
        T_DB_TBD = (T_DAR*(0.24+0.4332*g_tot)+1221*g_ent)/(0.24+0.
4332*g_sat+0.5*g_ent);
    end
    
    T_DB = T_DB_TBD;    %Degree F
    
    end





%Program by Chris Forster
%April 16, 2008
 
%Input all humidity ratios in grains/lbm
%Input temperature in degrees F
 
%Returns Dry Air Rated Temperature in degrees F
 
function[T_DAR] = T_DAR(T_DB,g_sat,g_tot)
    if (isnan(T_DB) == 1) | (isnan(g_sat) == 1) | (isnan(g_tot) == 1)
        T_DAR = 0;
        %display('T_DAR NaN input warning, T_DAR set to zero!')
    else
 
    if g_sat > g_tot
        g_ent = 0;
        T_DAR = T_DB;
        return
    end
    
    if g_sat < g_tot
        g_ent = g_tot - g_sat;
    end
 
    if T_DB > 32
        T_DAR = ((0.24+0.4332*g_sat/7000+g_ent/7000)*T_DB-
1093*g_ent/7000)/(0.24+0.4332*g_tot/7000);
    end
    
    if T_DB <= 32
        T_DAR = ((0.24+0.4332*g_sat/7000+0.5*g_ent/7000)*T_DB-
1221*g_ent/7000)/(0.24+0.4332*g_tot/7000);
    end
    







%This function generates the Saturation Psychometric Tables (Source: 
EES Tables)


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for index = 1:length(P_10)
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for index = 1:length(P_14_69)




for index = 1:length(P_20)




for index = 1:length(P_25)




for index = 1:length(P_30)




for index = 1:length(P_40)




for index = 1:length(P_50)




for index = 1:length(P_60)




for index = 1:length(P_70)




for index = 1:length(P_80)





for index = 1:length(P_90)




for index = 1:length(P_100)




for index = 1:length(P_120)




for index = 1:length(P_140)




for index = 1:length(P_160)




for index = 1:length(P_180)




for index = 1:length(P_200)




for index = 1:length(P_220)








for index3 = 1:cols
    if HumidityRatio(rows,index3) ~= 0
        length_nonzero = length_nonzero + 1;




for index1 = 1:rows
    for index2 = 1:length_nonzero
        PsychometricTables(index1,index2) = HumidityRatio(index1,
index2);
    end
end
 






% Temperature - Rankine

















% This section of code is for plotting...keeps it clean.
 
% Get screensize and figure layout
acm.chart.screensize = get(0,'ScreenSize');
    
    %Figure(1) location and size
    acm.chart.comp_x_loc = 0;
    acm.chart.comp_y_loc = 0;
    acm.chart.comp_width = acm.chart.screensize(3);
    acm.chart.comp_height = acm.chart.screensize(4)*0.95;
    acm.chart.comp_pos = [acm.chart.comp_x_loc, acm.chart.comp_y_loc, 
acm.chart.comp_width, acm.chart.comp_height];
 
    %Figure(2) location and size
    acm.chart.turb_x_loc = acm.chart.screensize(3)/3;
    acm.chart.turb_y_loc = acm.chart.screensize(4)*2/3;
    acm.chart.turb_width = acm.chart.screensize(3)/3;
    acm.chart.turb_height = acm.chart.screensize(4)*0.3;
    acm.chart.turb_pos = [acm.chart.turb_x_loc, acm.chart.turb_y_loc, 
acm.chart.turb_width, acm.chart.turb_height];
    
% Compressor Plots
        figure('Position',acm.chart.comp_pos)
        figure(1)
        subplot(1,2,1)
        contourf(acm.comp_x_eta,acm.comp_y_eta,acm.comp_z_eta)
        title 'Compressor Efficiency'
        xlabel 'Corrected Mass Flow Rate [lbm/min]'
        ylabel 'Pressure Ratio [-]'
        
        colorbar
        
        hold on
        comp_point = plot(multi_acm(1).m_dot_c_corr,multi_acm(1).
PR_c);
        set(comp_point,'marker','o')
        set(comp_point,'markersize',10)
        set(comp_point,'markeredgecolor','black')
        set(comp_point,'markerfacecolor','black')
        hold off
        
        subplot(1,2,2)
        surf(acm.comp_x_eta,acm.comp_y_eta,acm.comp_z_eta)
        title 'Compressor Efficiency'
        xlabel 'Corrected Mass Flow Rate [lbm/min]'
        ylabel 'Pressure Ratio [-]'
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    % Turbine Plots
        figure('Position',acm.chart.turb_pos)
        figure(2)
        subplot(2,1,1)
        for index = 1:length(acm.turb_data.speeds)
            for index2 = 1:length(acm.turb_data.data(:,1,1))-1
                acm.chart.turbine.data(index2,1,index) = acm.
turb_data.data(index2,1,index);
                acm.chart.turbine.data(index2,2,index) = acm.
turb_data.data(index2,2,index);
                acm.chart.turbine.data(index2,3,index) = acm.
turb_data.data(index2,3,index);
                acm.chart.turbine.data(index2,4,index) = acm.
turb_data.data(index2,4,index);
            end
        end
        
        
        
        for index = 1:length(acm.turb_data.speeds)
            hold all
            x_plot = acm.chart.turbine.data(:,2,index);
            y1_plot = acm.chart.turbine.data(:,3,index);
            y2_plot = acm.chart.turbine.data(:,4,index);
            [AX,H1,H2] = plotyy(x_plot,y1_plot,x_plot,y2_plot,'plot');
            hold off
            clear x_plot;
            clear y1_plot;
            clear y2_plot;
            
            %legend('a','b','c','d','location','eastoutside')
            
            set(AX(1),'xlim',[1 2.4])
            set(AX(1),'ylim',[0 8])
            set(AX(2),'xlim',[1 2.4])
            set(AX(2),'ylim',[0.4 1.2])
            
            set(H1(1),'color', get_color(index))
            set(H2(1),'color', get_color(index))
            
            set(H1(1),'linewidth', 2)
            set(H2(1),'linewidth', 2)
            
            set(AX(1),'xtick',[1:0.2:2.4])
            set(AX(1),'ytick',[0:1:8])
            set(AX(2),'ytick',[0.4:0.1:1.2])
            
            set(AX(1),'xminorgrid', 'on')
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            set(AX(2),'xminorgrid', 'on')
            
            grid on
            
            set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Pressure Ratio [-]')
            set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Corrected Turbine Flow 
[lbm/min]')
            set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Efficiency [-]')
            
        end
        
        %legend('a','b','c','d','location','eastoutside')
        
        %Draw current operating point on chart...
        hold on
 




        hold off
 
        set(H1(1),'marker', 'o')
        set(H2(1),'marker', 'o')
        set(H1(1),'markersize', 10)
        set(H2(1),'markersize', 10)
        set(H1(1),'markerfacecolor', 'black')
        set(H2(1),'markerfacecolor', 'black')
        set(H1(1),'markeredgecolor', 'black')
        set(H2(1),'markeredgecolor', 'black')
 
        set(AX(1),'xlim',[1 2.4])
        set(AX(1),'ylim',[0 8])
        set(AX(2),'xlim',[1 2.4])
        set(AX(2),'ylim',[0.4 1.2])
            
        set(AX(1),'xtick',[1:0.2:2.4])
        set(AX(1),'ytick',[0:1:8])
        set(AX(2),'ytick',[0.4:0.1:1.2])
            
        set(AX(1),'xminorgrid', 'on')
        set(AX(2),'xminorgrid', 'on')
            
        grid on
            
        set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Pressure Ratio [-]')
        set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Corrected Turbine Flow 
[lbm/min]')
        set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Efficiency [-]')
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        % End of current operating points
        
        subplot(2,1,2)
        
        acm.chart.turbine.pr = 1:0.01:3;
        
        for index = 1:length(acm.turb_data.speeds)
            for index2 = 1:length(acm.chart.turbine.pr)








                
                if acm.chart.turbine.flow(index2,index) < 0
                    acm.chart.turbine.flow(index2,index) = 0;
                end
                
                if acm.chart.turbine.eff(index2,index) < 0
                    acm.chart.turbine.eff(index2,index) = 0;
                end
                
            end
        end
        
        for index = 1:length(acm.turb_data.speeds)
            hold on
            x_plot = acm.chart.turbine.pr;
            y1_plot = acm.chart.turbine.flow(:,index);
            y2_plot = acm.chart.turbine.eff(:,index);
            [AX,H1,H2] = plotyy(x_plot,y1_plot,x_plot,y2_plot,'plot');
            
            hold off
            clear x_plot;
            clear y1_plot;
            clear y2_plot;
            
            set(AX(1),'xlim',[1 2.4])
            set(AX(1),'ylim',[0 8])
            set(AX(2),'xlim',[1 2.4])
            set(AX(2),'ylim',[0.4 1.2])
            
            set(H1(1),'color', get_color(index))
            set(H2(1),'color', get_color(index))
            
            set(H1(1),'linewidth', 2)
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            set(H2(1),'linewidth', 2)
            
            set(AX(1),'xtick',[1:0.2:2.4])
            set(AX(1),'ytick',[0:1:8])
            set(AX(2),'ytick',[0.4:0.1:1.2])
            
            set(AX(1),'xminorgrid', 'on')
            set(AX(2),'xminorgrid', 'on')
            
            grid on
            
            set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Pressure Ratio [-]')
            set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Corrected Turbine Flow 
[lbm/min]')
            set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Efficiency [-]')
            
        end
        


























            
set(AX(1),'xminorgrid', 'on')
set(AX(2),'xminorgrid', 'on')
            
grid on
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set(get(AX(1),'Xlabel'),'String','Pressure Ratio [-]')
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Corrected Turbine Flow [lbm/min]')
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Efficiency [-]')










%Isentropic Exponent Lookup and Interpolation
%Reference - Chester Smith
 
%Accuracy of function is good.  The largest difference between the 
function and Chester Smith's tables I've seen so far is
%approximately 0.0003
 
%table_resolution should be a value like 0.01 or 0.001, depending on 
the
%table entry step size you want...more means slower, but more 
accurate...
 
%Returns error if you specify table_start less than one
 
if (N_in <= N(1,length(N(2,:))))
    PressureRatio = interp1(N(2,:),N(1,:),N_in,'spline');
else








%Program by Chris Forster
%April 8, 2008
 
function[N_air_gen] = N_air_gen(table_start, table_end, 
table_resolution)
 
%Isentropic Exponent Lookup and Interpolation
%Reference - Chester Smith
 
%Accuracy of function is good.  The largest difference between the 
function and Chester Smith's tables I've seen so far is
%approximately 0.0003
 
%table_resolution should be a value like 0.01 or 0.001, depending on 
the
%table entry step size you want...more means slower, but more 
accurate...
 
%Returns error if you specify table_start less than one
 
if (table_start < 1)
    N_air_gen = 'error - table_start less than 1';
    return
end
 
if (table_end <= table_start)
    N_air_gen = 'error - check table bounds';










for index = 1:length(PR)
    if (PR(index) <= C1(3,2))
        N_air_gen(1,index) = PR(index);
        N_air_gen(2,index) = sqrt(P2*(P1(index)-P2))/P1(index)*interp1
(C1(:,2),C1(:,1),PR(index),'linear');
    else
        N_air_gen(1,index) = PR(index);
        N_air_gen(2,index) = 1;













%Isentropic Exponent Lookup and Interpolation
%Reference - Chester Smith
 
%Accuracy of function is good.  The largest difference between the 
function and Chester Smith's tables I've seen so far is
%approximately 0.0003
 
%table_resolution should be a value like 0.01 or 0.001, depending on 
the
%table entry step size you want...more means slower, but more 
accurate...
 
%Returns error if you specify table_start less than one
 
if (PR_in < 1)
    N_air = 'error - PR less than 1...reverse flow probably not 
correct'
    return
end
 
if (PR_in <= N(1,length(N(1,:))))
    N_air = interp1(N(1,:),N(2,:),PR_in,'spline');
else





















% This function allows indexed colors for easy plot formatting, avoids 





   case {1}
       color = 'blue';
   case {2}
       color = 'red';
   case {3}
       color = 'green';
   case {4}
        color = 'cyan';
   case {5}
        color = 'magenta';
   case {6}
        color = 'black';
   case {7}
       color = 'blue';
   case {8}
       color = 'red';
   case {9}
       color = 'green';
   case {10}
        color = 'cyan';
   case {11}
        color = 'magenta';
   case {12}
        color = 'black';
   otherwise
      disp('Too many speeds...expand color range.');
      color = 0;
end
 










T2 = T1 + T1/comp_data*(PR^0.283-1);
 







%comp_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%comp_data(:,2) = Corrected mass flow rate data 
%comp_data(:,3) = Pressure Ratio
 


































% This function finds the power required from the compressor.
 
%comp_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%comp_data(:,2) = Corrected mass flow rate data 






power_c = m_dot*0.241*T1/eta_c*(PR^0.285-1)*0.02358;    %Units are in 
HP
 





% This function finds the power required from the compressor.
 
%comp_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%comp_data(:,2) = Corrected mass flow rate data 




m_dot_phy = m_dot_c*(P1*2.03625437)/28.4/sqrt(T1/545);     %Units in 
lbm/min
 





% The script runs the script to load the compressor data files and 
makes




%comp_data_eta(:,1) = Corrected mass flow rate data
%comp_data_eta(:,2) = Pressure Ratio 











%comp_data_speed(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%comp_data_speed(:,2) = Corrected mass flow rate data 
















%This file will be run from within the simulation (automatically...)
 









% This function finds the compressor efficiency from the compressor 
data matrix.
 
%comp_data(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%comp_data(:,2) = Corrected mass flow rate data 
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g_ent = g_tot - g_sat













g_tot = humrat(airh2o, T=T_amb, P=P_amb, R=R_amb)
 








// end debugging stuff
 
// Ambient Conditions
T_amb = 531 [R]
P_amb = 14.69 [psia]
R_amb = 0.40
 
// ACM Inlet Conditions
T_1c = 526 [R]




// Heat Exchanger Data
E_htxr = 0.83





// Compressor Work Calculation
PR_c = P_2c/P_1c
W_dot_c = m_dot*CP(fluid$, T = T_1c)*T_1c/eta_c*(PR_c^n-1)*0.02358
144
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T_2c = T_1c + T_1c*(PR_c^n-1)/eta_c
 
// HTXR Calculations
P_1t = P_2c - dp_htxr
T_1t = T_2c - E_htxr*(T_2c - T_amb)
 
// Turbine Work Calculation
PR_t = P_1t/P_2t
P_2t = 14.69
W_dot_t = m_dot*CP(fluid$, T = T_1t)*T_1t*eta_t*(PR_t^n-1)/PR_t^n*0.02358





// Compressor and Turbine Map Interpolation
W_c_c = m_dot*sqrt(T_1c/545)/(P_1c*2.03625437/28.4)
eta_c = interpolate2D('c_data', 'W_c', 'PR_c', 'Eta_c', W_c = W_c_c, PR_c = PR_c)






eta_t = interpolate2D('t_data', 'W_t', 'PR_t', 'Eta_t', W_t = W_t_c, PR_t = PR_t)
W_t_c = interpolate2D('t_data', 'N_t', 'PR_t', 'W_t', N_t = N_t_c, PR_t = PR_t)
 
// Capacity Calculations
Q_dot_dry = m_dot*CP(fluid$, T = T_amb)*(T_amb - T_2t)*60/12000
T_2t_DAR = T_DAR(T_2t,g_tot,P_amb)
Q_dot_DAR = m_dot*CP(fluid$, T= T_amb)*(T_amb - T_2t_DAR)*60/12000
 
// Primary/Source Compressor Calculations
PR_ce = P_1c/P_amb
eta_ce = 0.70








(Table 1, Run 20)
COPDAR  = 0.6145 COPdry  = 0.4299 
dphtxr  = 0.3 [psi] c  = 0.6317 
ce  = 0.7 t  = 0.5873 
Ehtxr  = 0.83 fluid$  = 'air' 
 = 1.4 gtot = 0.006505 
m = 14.16 n  = 0.2857 
Nc,c  = 109524 Nphy  = 107598 
Nt,c  = 105396 PRACM  = 1.7 
PRc = 1.292 PRce = 1.7 
PRt  = 2.177 P1c  = 24.97 [psia]145
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P1t = 31.98 P2c  = 32.28 
P2t = 14.69 Pamb  = 14.69 [psia]
QDAR  = 1.296 Qdry = 0.9068 
Ramb  = 0.4 T1c  = 526 [R]
T1t  = 540.9 T2c  = 589.3 [R]
T2t  = 477.6 T2t,DAR  = 454.7 
Tamb  = 531 [R] Wc,c  = 7.769 
Wc = 5.072 [Btu/lbm] Wce = 9.947 
Wt  = 5.072 Wt,c = 6.642 
No unit problems were detected.
EES suggested units (shown in purple) for T_2c  W_dot_c  .
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Function T_DAR(T_DB,g_tot,P_amb)
g_sat = humrat(airh2o,T=T_DB,P=P_amb,R=1)
g_ent = g_tot - g_sat

















g_tot = humrat(airh2o, T=T_amb, P=P_amb, R=R_amb)
 
/////////     User-defined Parameters     ///////// 
P_ACM_inlet = 26.95
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P_1c2 = P_ACM_inlet {User-defined}






T_2c1 = T_1c1 + T_1c1*(PR_c1^0.285-1)/eta_c1
 
T_1htxr1 = T_2c1
T_2htxr1 = T_1htxr1 - E_htxr1*(T_1htxr1-T_amb)
 
T_1c2 = T_2htxr1
T_2c2 = T_ACM_inlet {User-defined}
 
T_1htxr2 = T_2c2
T_2htxr2 = T_1htxr2 - E_htxr2*(T_1htxr2-T_amb)
 
T_1t2 = T_2htxr2
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Function T_DAR(T_DB,g_tot,P_amb)
g_sat = humrat(airh2o,T=T_DB,P=P_amb,R=1)
g_ent = g_tot - g_sat
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P_1c2 = P_2c1 - dp_htxr1






T_2c1 = T_1c1 + T_1c1*(PR_c1^0.285-1)/eta_c1
 
T_1htxr1 = T_2c1
T_2htxr1 = T_1htxr1 - E_htxr1*(T_1htxr1-T_amb)
 
T_1c2 = T_2htxr1
T_2c2 = T_1c2 + T_1c2*(PR_c2^0.285-1)/eta_c2
 
T_1htxr2 = T_2c2
T_2htxr2 = T_1htxr2 - E_htxr2*(T_1htxr2-T_amb)
 
T_1t2 = T_2htxr2




























%% Ambient Test Conditions
Ambient_Pressure = 14.69;        %psia
% Ambient_Temperature = 83.5;        %Deg. F
Ambient_Temperature = 71;        %Deg. F
Rel_hum = 0.40;
%Tank_Temperature = [83.7 84.1 84.1 84.2 84.2 85.0 85.2 85.3 85.4 85.5 
86.1 71];           %Deg F
Tank_Temperature = 65*ones(1,7);           %Deg F
%% Column Assignments - Data
 
acm.ch.t = 1;        % Timestamp
acm.ch.T1C = 3;      % Compressor Inlet Temperature [Deg. F]
acm.ch.T2C = 2;      % Compressor Outlet Temperature [Deg. F]
acm.ch.T1T = 4;      % Turbine Inlet Temperature [Deg. F]
acm.ch.T2T = 5;      % Turbine Outlet Temperature [Deg. F]
acm.ch.T_IC = 12;    % Intercooler Cold Flow Inlet Temperature [Deg. 
F]
acm.ch.P2C = 6;      % Compressor Outlet Pressure [psia]
acm.ch.P1C = 8;      % Compressor Inlet Pressure[psia]
acm.ch.P1T = 7;      % Turbine Inlet Pressure[psia]
acm.ch.LFE = 9;      % Laminar Flow Element [scfm]
acm.ch.ACC = 111;     % Accelerometer [g's]
acm.ch.N = 10;       % Turbocharger Speed [RPM]
acm.ch.ICc = 11;     % Intercooler cold flow inlet temperature [Deg. 
F]
%% Load psychometric table data
PsychometricTables = PsychometricTables(0);
 
%% Find humdity stuff...
water_mass_init = PsychometricLookup(Ambient_Pressure,
Ambient_Temperature+460,Rel_hum,PsychometricTables)*7000;   %grains
 
%% Load Data Files
 
% acm.files = ['test0001.lvm';'test0002.lvm';'test0003.lvm';'test0004.
lvm';'test0005.lvm';'test0006.lvm';'test0007.lvm';'test0008.
lvm';'test0009.lvm';'test0010.lvm';'test0011.lvm';'test0013.lvm'];   %
Separate files with semi-colon ';'
% acm.files = ['test0001.lvm';'test0002.lvm';'test0003.lvm';'test0004.
lvm';'test0005.lvm';'test0006.lvm';'test0007.lvm';'test0008.
lvm';'test0009.lvm'];   %Separate files with semi-colon ';'
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acm.files = ['test0001.lvm';'test0002.lvm';'test0003.lvm';'test0004.
lvm';'test0005.lvm';'test0006.lvm';'test0007.lvm'];   %Separate files 
with semi-colon ';'
 
for index2 = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
    acm.testdata(index2).speedline = dlmread(acm.files(index2,:),'\t',
24);
 
    %% Column Assignments - Calculations
 
    % [1] - Compressor Pressure Ratio
    % [2] - Turbine Pressure Ratio
    % [3] - Compressor Efficiency
    % [4] - Compressor Power
    % [5] - Turbine Efficiency
    % [6] -
    % [7] -
    % [8] -
    % [9] -
    % [10] -
    % [11] -
 
 
    %% Calculations
 
    % Insert manually collected IC cold flow inlet temperatures
    acm.testdata(index2).speedline(:,11) = Tank_Temperature(index2);
 
    length_dataset(index2) = length(acm.testdata(index2).speedline(:,
1));
 
    % Remove erroneous turbocharger speed points
    speed_tol = 0.05;    % Percent difference/100
 
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        speed_mode(index2) = mode(acm.testdata(index2).speedline(:,
10));
        if (abs((acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,10)-speed_mode)
/speed_mode) >= speed_tol)
            acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,10) = speed_mode
(index2);
        end
    end
 
 
    % Compressor Pressure Ratio
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)




    end
 
    acm.avg(1,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,1));
 
    % Turbine Pressure Ratio
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 2) = acm.testdata(index2).
speedline(index,acm.ch.P1T)/Ambient_Pressure;
    end
 
    acm.avg(2,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,2));
 
    % Compressor Efficiency
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)




    end
 
    acm.avg(3,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,3));
 
    % Mass Flowrate
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)





    end
 
    acm.avg(4,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,4));
 
    % Compressor Power
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)




    end
 
    acm.avg(5,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,5));
 
    % Turbine Efficiency (WITH BEARING LOSSES)
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)






    end
 
    acm.avg(6,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,6));
 
    % Cooling Load  --no moisture--
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 7) = acm.calcs(index2).
speedline(index,4)*0.241*(acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,acm.ch.
ICc)-acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,acm.ch.T2T))*60/12000;   %
tons of cooling
    end
 
    acm.avg(7,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,7));
 
    % Corrected Compressor Flowrate
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)




    end
 
    acm.avg(8,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,8));
 
    % Corrected Turbine Flowrate
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)




    end
 
    acm.avg(9,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,9));
 
    % ACM Power Consumption (power from air tank or Perkins)
    Eta_c_assumed = 0.70;
 
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        %acm.calcs(index, 10) = acm.calcs(index,4)/(acm.testdata
(index,acm.ch.P1T)/(acm.testdata(index,acm.ch.T1C)+460)*2.699504268)*
(acm.testdata(index,acm.ch.P1C)-Ambient_Pressure)*0.00436363636;




    end
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    acm.avg(10,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,10));
 
    % ACM Coefficient of Performance (COP) --DRY AIR--
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 11) = acm.calcs(index2).
speedline(index,7)*4.71617735/acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index,10);
    end
 
    acm.avg(11,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,11));
 
    % ACM moist air saturation stuff
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 12) = PsychometricLookup
(Ambient_Pressure,acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,acm.ch.T2T)
+460,1,PsychometricTables)*7000;   %grains
    end
 
    acm.avg(12,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,12));
 
    % ACM moist air DAR Temperature stuff (T_dar is stored here...)
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 13) = T_DAR(acm.testdata
(index2).speedline(index,acm.ch.T2T),acm.calcs(index2).speedline
(index,12),water_mass_init);
    end
 
    acm.avg(13,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,13));
 
    % ACM moist air T2T Saturation stuff (not used anymore...)
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 14) = PsychometricLookup
(Ambient_Pressure,acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,acm.ch.T2T)
+460,1,PsychometricTables)*7000;   %grains
    end
 
    acm.avg(14,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,14));
 
    % Cooling Load  --DAR--
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 15) = acm.calcs(index2).
speedline(index,4)*0.241*(acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,acm.ch.
ICc)-acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index,13))*60/12000;   %tons of 
cooling
    end
 
    acm.avg(15,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,15));
 
    % Corrected Compressor Speed
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
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        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 16) = acm.testdata(index2).
speedline(index,acm.ch.N)/sqrt((acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,
acm.ch.T1C)+460)/545);
    end
 
    acm.avg(16,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,16));
 
    % ACM Coefficient of Performance (COP) --DAR--
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 17) = acm.calcs(index2).
speedline(index,15)*4.71617735/acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index,10);
    end
 
    acm.avg(17,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,17));
 
    % ACM IC Effectiveness Estimate (without cold flow inlet temp, 
assumed to be ambient...)
    %     for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)




    %     end
 
    % ACM IC Effectiveness Estimate Using Measured IC Cold Flow Inlet 
Temperatures
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)




    end
 
    acm.avg(18,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,18));
 
    % Corrected Turbine Speed
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 19) = acm.testdata(index2).
speedline(index,acm.ch.N)/sqrt((acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,
acm.ch.T1T)+460)/519);
    end
 
    acm.avg(19,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,19));
 
    % Turbine Efficiency (WITHOUT BEARING LOSSES)
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)









    end
 
    acm.avg(20,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,20));
 
    % Overall Cycle Pressure Ratio
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 21) = acm.testdata(index2).
speedline(index,acm.ch.P1C)/Ambient_Pressure;
    end
 
    acm.avg(21,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,21));
 
    % Bearing Efficiency
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 22) = 1-(acm.calcs(index2).
speedline(index, 20)-acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 6));
    end
 
    acm.avg(22,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,22));
 
    % Turbine Power (before bearing losses)
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 23) = acm.calcs(index2).
speedline(index, 4) * 0.241 * (acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,
acm.ch.T1T)-acm.testdata(index2).speedline(index,acm.ch.T2T)) * 
0.02358;
    end
 
    acm.avg(23,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,23));
 
    % Bearing Efficiency (Recalculated using power)
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 24) = 1 - (acm.calcs
(index2).speedline(index, 23) - acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 5))
/acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 23);
    end
 
    acm.avg(24,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,24));
 
    % Compressor Outlet Temperature vs. overall ACM PR
    for index = 1:length_dataset(index2)
        acm.calcs(index2).speedline(index, 25) = acm.testdata(index2).
speedline(index, 2);
    end
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    acm.avg(25,index2) = mean(acm.calcs(index2).speedline(:,25));
 
       
 
    for index3 = 1:10
        acm.avgcalc(index3,index2) = mean(acm.testdata(index2).
speedline(:,index3));












scatter_bit = 0;     % 0 scatter off / 1 scatter on
 
for index = 1:length(acm.avg(:,1))




for index = 1:length(acm.avgcalc(:,1))








xlabel('Corrected Compressor Flow Rate [lbm/min]')
ylabel('Compressor Pressure Ratio [-]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,8),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,1))
    end
else
    scatter(acm.avg(8,:),acm.avg(1,:))
end
 





xlabel('Turbine Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('Corrected Turbine Flow Rate [lbm/min]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,2),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,9))
    end
else
    scatter(acm.avg(2,:),acm.avg(9,:))
end
 





xlabel('Overall ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('DAR COP [-]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,17))
    end
else












xlabel('Overall ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('ACM Physical Flow Rate [lbm/min]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,4))
    end
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else










xlabel('ACM Physical Flow Rate [lbm/min]')
ylabel('Intercooler Effectiveness [-]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,4),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,18))
    end
else
    scatter(acm.avg(4,:),acm.avg(18,:))
end
 
%Temporary fix because two datapoints had the same speed...
%acm.avgcalc(10,10) = acm.avgcalc(10,10)+5;
%The above operation is an insignificant change in speed to make 
interp1 work for this dataset
 





xlabel('ACM Physical Speed [RPM]')
ylabel('Bearing Efficiency [-]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.testdata(index).speedline(:,10),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,22))
        %scatter(acm.avgcalc(10,:),acm.avg(22,:))
    end
else











xlabel('ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('DAR Cooling Capacity [ton]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,15))
    end
else
    scatter(acm.avg(21,:),acm.avg(15,:))
end
 





xlabel('ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('Compressor Power [hp]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,5))
    end
else
    scatter(acm.avg(21,:),acm.avg(5,:))
end
 





xlabel('ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('Turbine Power [hp]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,23))
    end
else









xlabel('ACM Physical Speed [RPM]')
ylabel('Bearing Efficiency [-]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.testdata(index).speedline(:,10),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,24))
        %scatter(acm.avgcalc(10,:),acm.avg(22,:))
    end
else










xlabel('Compressor Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('Bearing Efficiency [-]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,1),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,24))
    end
else
    scatter(acm.avg(1,:),acm.avg(24,:))
end
 





xlabel('ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('Compressor Outlet Temperature [deg. F]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
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speedline(:,25))
    end
else
    scatter(acm.avg(21,:),acm.avg(25,:))
end
 





xlabel('ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('Compressor Efficiency [-]')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,3))
    end
else









xlabel('ACM Pressure Ratio [-]')
ylabel('Turbine Efficiency Without Bearing Losses')
hold on
if scatter_bit == 1
    for index = 1:length(acm.files(:,1))
        scatter(acm.calcs(index).speedline(:,21),acm.calcs(index).
speedline(:,20))
    end
else





%Program by Chris Forster
%July 15, 2008
 
%Input all humidity ratios in grains/lbm
%Input temperature in degrees F
 
%Returns Dry Air Rated Temperature in degrees F
 
function[T_DB] = T_DAR_DB(T_DAR,g_sat,g_tot)
    % Define g_ent (entrained water)
    if (g_tot >= g_sat)
        g_ent = g_tot - g_sat;
    else
        g_ent = 0;
    end
    
    % Convert grains to lbm
    g_sat = g_sat/7000;
    g_tot = g_tot/7000;
    g_ent = g_ent/7000;
    
    % Calculate T_DB from T_DAR assuming above 32F (DB)
    % Check assumption afterwards.
    
    T_DB_TBD = (T_DAR*(0.24+0.4332*g_tot)+1093*g_ent)/(0.24+0.
4332*g_sat+g_ent);
    
    if (T_DB_TBD <= 32)
        T_DB_TBD = (T_DAR*(0.24+0.4332*g_tot)+1221*g_ent)/(0.24+0.
4332*g_sat+0.5*g_ent);
    end
    
    T_DB = T_DB_TBD;    %Degree F





%Program by Chris Forster
%April 16, 2008
 
%Input all humidity ratios in grains/lbm
%Input temperature in degrees F
 
%Returns Dry Air Rated Temperature in degrees F
 
function[T_DAR] = T_DAR(T_DB,g_sat,g_tot)
    if g_sat > g_tot
        g_ent = 0;
        T_DAR = T_DB;
        return
    end
    
    if g_sat < g_tot
        g_ent = g_tot - g_sat;
    end
 
    if T_DB > 32
        T_DAR = ((0.24+0.4332*g_sat/7000+g_ent/7000)*T_DB-
1093*g_ent/7000)/(0.24+0.4332*g_tot/7000);
    end
    
    if T_DB <= 32
        T_DAR = ((0.24+0.4332*g_sat/7000+0.5*g_ent/7000)*T_DB-
1221*g_ent/7000)/(0.24+0.4332*g_tot/7000);
    end







x_fan = [1 2 3 4 5 6];












xlabel('Pressure Deficit [in. H2O]')
ylabel('Volumetric Flowrate [CFM]')
title('Zirgo Fan P/N ZF14')
legend('Location','NorthEast','Zirgo Datapoints','2nd-Order Fit')
 







xlabel('Pressure Deficit [in. H2O]')
ylabel('Current Draw [A]')













%comp_data_eta(:,1) = Corrected mass flow rate data
%comp_data_eta(:,2) = Pressure Ratio 











%comp_data_speed(:,1) = Corrected Speed
%comp_data_speed(:,2) = Corrected mass flow rate data 
















%The file format is a tab-delimited text file
 









% This function is a viscosity correction factor for LFE measurements.
% (Source: www.meriam.com)
 
function [up] = viscosity_correction(T)
 
v_col1 = 50:159;
v_col2 = [1.03034 1.02877 1.02720 1.02564 1.02408 1.02253 1.02099 
1.01945 1.01792 1.01639 1.01487 1.01336 1.01185 1.01035 1.00885 
1.00736 1.00588 1.00440 1.00292 ...
    1.00146 1.0000 0.99854 0.99709 0.99564 0.99420 0.99277 0.99134 
0.98992 0.98850 0.98709 0.98568 0.98428 0.98288 0.98149 0.98010 
0.97872 0.97734 0.97597 0.97461 0.97325 ...
    0.97189 0.97054 0.96919 0.96785 0.96651 0.96518 0.96386 0.96253 
0.96122 0.95991 0.95860 0.95729 0.95600 0.95470 0.95341 0.95213 
0.95085 0.94957 0.94830 0.94704 ...
    0.94578 0.94452 0.94327 0.94202 0.94077 0.93953 0.93830 0.93707 
0.93584 0.93462 0.93340 0.93219 0.93098 0.92977 0.92857 0.92737 
0.92618 0.92499 0.92380 0.92262 ...
    0.92144 0.92027 0.91910 0.91794 0.91678 0.91562 0.91446 0.91331 
0.91217 0.91103 0.90989 0.90875 0.90762 0.90650 0.90537 0.90425 
0.90314 0.90203 0.90092 0.89981 ...
    0.89871 0.89761 0.89652 0.89543 0.89434 0.89326 0.89218 0.89110 
0.89003 0.88896];
 















xlabel('Corrected Compressor Flowrate [lbm/min]')

























































data1 = dlmread(file,'\t',[10 3 26 2402]);   %2400,8400,14000
data2 = dlmread(file2,'\t',[10 3 26 200]);
 
% Remove last 200 pts from data1 because of bearing failure
data1(:,2201:2400) = [];
 














% Data Array Column Headings
% 1 - Torque                            [ft-lbf]
% 2 - Dyno Speed                        [RPM]
% 3 - Engine Coolant Temperature        [F]
% 4 - Engine Oil Pressure               [psi]
% 5 - Engine Oil Temperature            [F]
% 6 - Fuel Temperature                  [F]
% 7 - Fuel Mass Flow Rate               [kg/hr]
% 8 - Ambient Air Temperature           [F]
% 9 - Intercooler Charge Temperature    [F]
% 10 - Intake Charge Pressure           [psi]
% 11 - Intake Manifold Temperature      [F]
% 12 - Intercooler Coolant Inlet Temperature [F]
% 13 - Intercooler Coolant Outlet Temperature [F]
% 14 - Exhaust Manifold Temperature     [F]
% 15 - Exhaust Manifold Pressure        [psi]
% 16 - Exhaust Temperature              [F]
% 17 - Laminar Flow Element Meter       [CFM]
% CALCS
% 18 - Power                            [hp]
% 19 - BSFC                             [lbm/(hp hr)]
% 20 - Fuel Conversion Efficiency       [%]
% 21 - Intercooler Effectiveness        [-]
% 22 - Atmospheric Volumetric Efficiency [%]
% 23 - Manifold Volumetric Efficiency   [%]
% 24 - Air Mass Flow Rate               [lbm/min]
% 25 - Mean Piston Speed                [ft/sec]






% index = 1;
% count = 1;
% count2 = 1;








%     if ( (index + count) <= data_dims(1))
%         temp = [data(index,1) data(index,2)];
%         if (((data(index + count,1) < temp(1) + Torque_Tolerance) && 
(data(index + count,1) > temp(1) - Torque_Tolerance)) && ((data(index 
+ count,2) < temp(2) + RPM_Tolerance) && (data(index + count,2) > temp
(2) - RPM_Tolerance)))
%             count = count +1;
%         else
%             diesel(count2).data = data(index:index+count-1,:);
%             diesel(count2).samples = count;
%             index = index + count;
%             count = 1;
%             count2 = count2 + 1;
%         end
%     else
%         diesel(count2).data = data(index:index+count-1,:);
%         diesel(count2).samples = count;
%         index = index + count;
%         flag = false;







ECT =   3;
EOP =   4;
EOT =   5;
FT =    6;














%Data is parsed into sets of data based on RPM and Torque values
%
while(flag)
   
    if ( (Base_Index + Sample_Count) < data_dims(1))
        if ((data(Base_Index,Torque) > Torque_Minimum) && (data
(Base_Index,Speed) > RPM_Minimum) && (Sample_Count < Sample_Maximum))
            Operating_Point(Data_Set,:) = [data(Base_Index,Torque) 
data(Base_Index,Speed)];
            if (((data(Base_Index + Sample_Count,1) < Operating_Point
(Data_Set,Torque) + Torque_Tolerance) && (data(Base_Index + 
Sample_Count,Torque) > Operating_Point(Data_Set,Torque) - 
Torque_Tolerance)) && ((data(Base_Index + Sample_Count,Speed) < 
Operating_Point(Data_Set,Speed) + RPM_Tolerance) && (data(Base_Index + 
Sample_Count,Speed) > Operating_Point(Data_Set,Speed) - 
RPM_Tolerance)))
                Sample_Count = Sample_Count +1;
                if (data(Base_Index + Sample_Count,FFR) < 0)
                    bad_data = true;
                end
            else
                if ((Sample_Count >= Sample_Minimum) && (bad_data == 
false))
                    diesel(Data_Set).data = data(Base_Index:
Base_Index+Sample_Count-1,:);
                    diesel(Data_Set).samples = Sample_Count;
                    Data_Set = Data_Set + 1;
                else
                    bad_data = false;
                end
                Base_Index = Base_Index + Sample_Count;
                Sample_Count = 1;
               
            end
        elseif (Sample_Count == 1)
            Base_Index = Base_Index+1;
        else
            if ((Sample_Count >= Sample_Minimum) && (bad_data == 
false))
                diesel(Data_Set).data = data(Base_Index:
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Base_Index+Sample_Count-1,:);
                diesel(Data_Set).samples = Sample_Count;
                Data_Set = Data_Set + 1;
            else
                bad_data = false;
            end
            Base_Index = Base_Index + Sample_Count;
            Sample_Count = 1;
           
        end
    else
        diesel(Data_Set).data = data(Base_Index:
Base_Index+Sample_Count-1,:);
        diesel(Data_Set).samples = Sample_Count;
        Base_Index = Base_Index + Sample_Count;
        flag = false;













% Remove bad dataset for bearing failure
data_acm(:,12)= [];
 
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    diesel(count).data(:,18) = data_acm(1,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,19) = data_acm(2,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,20) = data_acm(3,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,21) = data_acm(4,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,22) = data_acm(5,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,23) = data_acm(6,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,24) = data_acm(7,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,25) = data_acm(8,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,26) = data_acm(9,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,27) = data_acm(10,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,28) = data_acm(11,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,29) = data_acm(12,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,30) = data_acm(13,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,31) = data_acm(14,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,32) = data_acm(15,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,33) = data_acm(16,count);
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    diesel(count).data(:,34) = data_acm(17,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,35) = data_acm(18,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,36) = data_acm(19,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,37) = data_acm(20,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,38) = data_acm(21,count);
    diesel(count).data(:,39) = data_acm(22,count);
end
 








for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,1) = diesel(count).data(count2,1) * 
diesel(count).data(count2,2) / 5252;




for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,2) = diesel(count).data(count2,7) * 
2.204624418059/ diesel(count).calcs(count2,1);
    end
end
 
%Fuel Conversion Efficiency Calculations
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,3) = 2545 / (diesel(count).calcs
(count2,2) * Q_lhv);




for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,4) = (diesel(count).data(count2,9) 
- diesel(count).data(count2,11)) / (diesel(count).data(count2,9) - 
diesel(count).data(count2,12));
    end
end
 
%Atmospheric Volumetric Efficiency Calculations
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for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,5) = 2 * diesel(count).data(count2,
17) / (0.035314666919 * Displacement * diesel(count).data(count2,2));
    end
end
 
%Inlet Volumetric Efficiency Calculations
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        %diesel(count).calcs(count2,6) = 2304 * diesel(count).data
(count2,17) / (Stroke * Bore^2 * pi * diesel(count).data(count2,2)) * 
(Ambient_Pressure / (Ambient_Pressure + diesel(count).data(count2,
10))) * (diesel(count).data(count2,11) + 459.67) / (diesel(count).data
(count2,8) + 459.67);





    end
end
 
%Air Mass Flow Rate Calculations
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,7) = 2.699504268 * diesel(count).
data(count2,17) * Ambient_Pressure / ( diesel(count).data(count2,8) + 
459.67);
    end
end
 
%Mean Piston Speed Calculations
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,8) = 2 /60 * (Stroke/12) * diesel
(count).data(count2,2);




for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,9) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,1) 
* 2 * 396000 / (6 * Stroke * pi * (Bore^2 /4) *diesel(count).data
(count2,2));




%% Turbocharger Calculation - Chris Forster
 
% Compressor PR Calcs
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,10) = (diesel(count).data(count2,
10)+Ambient_Pressure)/Ambient_Pressure;
    end
end
 
% Turbine PR Calcs
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,11) = (diesel(count).data(count2,
15)+Ambient_Pressure)/Ambient_Pressure;
    end
end
 
% Compressor Efficiency Calcs
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,12) = (diesel(count).data(count2,8)
+460)*(diesel(count).calcs(count2,10)^0.285-1)/(diesel(count).data
(count2,9)-diesel(count).data(count2,8));
    end
end
 
% Compressor Power Calcs   ((((Bad data))))
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,13) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,7)
*0.241*(diesel(count).data(count2,8)+460)/diesel(count).calcs(count2,
12)*(diesel(count).calcs(count2,10)^0.285-1)*0.02358;
    end
end
 
% Turbine Efficiency Calcs   ((((Bad data))))
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples





    end
end
 
% Corrected Compressor Flow Calcs   ((((Bad data))))
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
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    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,15) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,7)
*sqrt((diesel(count).data(count2,8)+460)/545)/(Ambient_Pressure*2.
03625437/28.4);
    end
end
 
% Corrected Turbine Flow Calcs   ((((Bad data))))
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,16) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,7)
*sqrt((diesel(count).data(count2,14)+460)/545)/((diesel(count).data
(count2,15)+Ambient_Pressure)*2.03625437/28.4);
    end
end
 
% Defining an assumed pressure differential across air filter element,
% since it is not measured.
 
% filter_dp = 0.108;     % Units of psi
 




% Data collected by Chris Forster 6/24/2009
% Some points are slightly modified to allow griddata to work 
properly,
% without cutting off the edges of the maps.
 
Filter_data = [1250 50 0.4; ...
    1250        100         0.4; ...
    1750        50-20       0.7; ...
    1750        150         0.8; ...
    1750        400         1.4; ...
    2500+20     50-20       1.4; ...
    2500+20     150         1.8; ...
    2500+20     350         2.8; ...
    2500+20     375+20      3.1; ...
    2250        400+20      2.6; ...
    2000        420+20      2.0; ...
    1750        425+20      1.5; ...
    1500        450+20      1.0; ...
    1250        430+20      0.7; ...
    1000-25     380+20      0.4; ...
    1000-25     50-20       0.1; ...
    0           0           0];
 













% Air Filter Pressure Drops
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        LFE_temp(count).calcs(count2,1) = interp2(Filter.gd.RPM, 
Filter.gd.Torque,Filter.gd.dp,diesel(count).data(count2,2),diesel
(count).data(count2,1));
    end
end
 
% Updated LFE Flowrates
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,17) = diesel(count).data(count2,17)
*(70+459.67)/(diesel(count).data(count2,8)+459.67)*(Ambient_Pressure)
/14.69*viscosity_correction(diesel(count).data(count2,8));








    end
end
 
% Mass flowrate using updated LFE flowrates
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,18) = 2.699504268 * diesel(count).
calcs(count2,17) * (Ambient_Pressure) / ( diesel(count).data(count2,8) 
+ 459.67);
        % diesel(count).calcs(count2,18) = 2.699504268 * diesel
(count).calcs(count2,17) * (Ambient_Pressure-LFE_temp(count).calcs
(count2,1)) / ( diesel(count).data(count2,8) + 459.67);




% Intake Air Density using updated LFE flowrates (Compressor Inlet)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,19) = 2.699504268 * 
(Ambient_Pressure) / ( diesel(count).data(count2,8) + 459.67);
        % diesel(count).calcs(count2,19) = 2.699504268 * 
(Ambient_Pressure-LFE_temp(count).calcs(count2,1)) / ( diesel(count).
data(count2,8) + 459.67);
    end
end
 
% Manifold Volumetric Efficiency using updated LFE flowrates
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,20) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,
18)/((0.25*pi*Bore^2*Stroke*Cylinders/1728*diesel(count).data(count2,
2)/2)*2.699504268*(diesel(count).data(count2,10)+Ambient_Pressure) / ( 
diesel(count).data(count2,8) + 459.67));
    end
end
 
% Exhaust Manifold Exhaust Density Calculations
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,21) = 2.699504268*(1.122/0.8456) * 
(Ambient_Pressure+diesel(count).data(count2,15)) / ( diesel(count).
data(count2,14) + 459.67);
    end
end
 
% Exhaust Manifold Volumetric Flowrate
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,22) = (diesel(count).calcs(count2,
18)+diesel(count).data(count2,7)*0.0367437104)/diesel(count).calcs
(count2,21);
    end
end
 
% Exhaust Manifold - Pumping Losses (hp)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,23) = 0.00436363636 * diesel
(count).calcs(count2,22)*diesel(count).data(count2,15);
    end
end
 
% Compressor Efficiency Calcs (using updated LFE values...doesn't 
affect this one)
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for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,24) = (diesel(count).data(count2,8)
+460)*(diesel(count).calcs(count2,10)^0.285-1)/(diesel(count).data
(count2,9)-diesel(count).data(count2,8));
    end
end
 
% Compressor Power Calcs (using updated LFE values)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,25) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,
18)*0.241*(diesel(count).data(count2,8)+460)/diesel(count).calcs
(count2,12)*(diesel(count).calcs(count2,10)^0.285-1)*0.02358;
    end
end
 
% Turbine Efficiency Calcs (using updated LFE values)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples





    end
end
 
% Corrected Compressor Flow Calcs (using updated LFE values)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,27) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,
18)*sqrt((diesel(count).data(count2,8)+460)/545)/(Ambient_Pressure*2.
03625437/28.4);
    end
end
 
% Corrected Turbine Flow Calcs (using updated LFE values)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples




    end
end
 
% Engine Pressure Differential (exhaust - intake)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
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    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,29) = diesel(count).data(count2,15) 
- diesel(count).data(count2,10);
    end
end
 
% Intake Manifold Air Density
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,30) = 2.699504268 * 
(Ambient_Pressure+diesel(count).data(count2,10)) / ( diesel(count).
data(count2,11) + 459.67);
    end
end
 
% Engine mass flow rate (total - acm)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,31) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,
18) - diesel(count).data(count2,21);
    end
end
 
% Engine Volumetric Flow Rate (@ intake manifold)
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,32) = diesel(count).calcs(count2,
31)/diesel(count).calcs(count2,30);
    end
end
 
% Exhaust manifold volumetric flow rate using only the engine m_dot
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,33) = (diesel(count).calcs(count2,
31)+diesel(count).data(count2,7)*0.0367437104)/diesel(count).calcs
(count2,21);
    end
end
 
% Engine Overall Pumping Losses 
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:diesel(count).samples
        diesel(count).calcs(count2,34) = 0.00436363636 * (diesel
(count).calcs(count2,33)*diesel(count).data(count2,15)-diesel(count).
calcs(count2,32)*diesel(count).data(count2,10));




%% End Turbocharger Calculations
 
temp = size(diesel(1).calcs);
%Calculate average data for sets of data
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:39
        diesel(count).average(count2) = mean(diesel(count).data(:,
count2));
    end
    for count2 = 40:(39+temp(2))
        diesel(count).average(count2) = mean(diesel(count).calcs(:,
count2-39));








for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)









%Data Parsing - BSFC contour map
%RPM, Torque axes
 
%creates RPM,Torque, and BSFC vectors based on averaged data
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    RPM(count) = diesel(count).average(2);
    Torque(count) = diesel(count).average(1);
    BSFC(count) = diesel(count).average(19+22);
    TC.PR_C(count) = diesel(count).average(27+22);                 %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.PR_T(count) = diesel(count).average(28+22);                 %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.ETA_C(count) = diesel(count).average(29+22);                %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.P_C(count) = diesel(count).average(30+22);                  %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.ETA_T(count) = diesel(count).average(31+22);                %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.W_C_C(count) = diesel(count).average(32+22);                %
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Added by Chris Forster
    TC.W_T_C(count) = diesel(count).average(33+22);                %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.T1T(count) = diesel(count).average(14);                  %Added 
by Chris Forster
    IC_eff(count) = diesel(count).average(21+22);                  %
Added by Chris Forster
    IC_Tout(count) = diesel(count).average(11);                 %Added 
by Chris Forster
    TC.W_phy(count) = diesel(count).average(24+22);                %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.VE_man(count) = diesel(count).average(23+22);               %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.W_fuel(count) = diesel(count).average(7)*0.0367437104;   %Added 
by Chris Forster
    TC.Boost(count) = diesel(count).average(10);                %Added 
by Chris Forster
    TC.T_amb(count) = diesel(count).average(8);                 %Added 
by Chris Forster
    TC.W_phy_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(35+22);        %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.VE_man_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(37+22);       %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.EGD(count) = diesel(count).average(38+22);                  %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.Pumping(count) = diesel(count).average(39+22);              %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.EGP(count) = diesel(count).average(15);                  %Added 
by Chris Forster
    TC.ETA_C_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(41+22);        %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.P_C_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(42+22);          %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.ETA_T_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(43+22);        %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.W_C_C_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(44+22);        %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.W_T_C_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(45+22);        %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.Vflow_updated(count) = diesel(count).average(34+22);        %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.EDP(count) = diesel(count).average(46+22);                  %
Added by Chris Forster
    TC.Pumping_dp(count) = diesel(count).average(51+22);           %
Added by Chris Forster
    ACM.DARcap(count) = diesel(count).average(32);                 %
Added by Chris Forster




%Determines the RPM set points used




for count2 = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    if ((count == 1) && (temp(count2) > RPM_Minimum)  )
        Base_RPM(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        count2 = count2 + 1;
    else if ((count > 1) && (temp(count2) > Base_RPM(count-1) + 
RPM_Tolerance))
        Base_RPM(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        end
    end
end         
 
%Determines the Torque set points used




for count2 = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    if ((count == 1) && (temp(count2) > Torque_Minimum)  )
        Base_Torque(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        count2 = count2 + 1;
    else if ((count > 1) && (temp(count2) > Base_Torque(count-1) + 
Torque_Tolerance/2))
        Base_Torque(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        end
    end
end 
 




%Determines the position of the BSFC data point in the RPM/Torque 
matrix
%based on its RPM and Torque set points
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:RPM_Points(2)
        for count3 = 1:Torque_Points(2)
            if ( ((RPM(count) > (Base_RPM(count2) - RPM_Tolerance/2)) 
&& (RPM(count) < (Base_RPM(count2) + RPM_Tolerance/2))) && ((Torque
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(count) > (Base_Torque(count3) - Torque_Tolerance/2)) && (Torque
(count) < (Base_Torque(count3) + Torque_Tolerance/2))))
                BSFC_Torque_Contour(count3,count2) = BSFC(count);
            end
        end





%for count2 = 1:index1
%    for count3 = 1:index2
%        if ( (count3 == 1) && (BSFC_Torque_Contour(count3,count2)
==0))
%            BSFC_Torque_Contour(count3,count2) == BSFC_Torque_Contour
(count3+1,count2);
%        else if (BSFC_Torque_Contour(count3,count2) == 0)
%                BSFC_Torque_Contour(count3,count2) = 
BSFC_Torque_Contour(count3-1,count2);
%            end
%        end








% xlabel('Engine Speed (RPM)');
% ylabel('Torque (lbf-ft)');





%Data Parsing - BSFC Contour Map
%SP_ave, BMEP axes
 
%creates RPM,Torque, and BSFC vectors based on averaged data
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    SP_ave(count) = diesel(count).average(25+22);
    BMEP(count) = diesel(count).average(26+22);
end
 
%Determines the SP_ave set points used





for count2 = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    if ((count == 1) && (temp(count2) > (2/60*(Stroke/12)
*RPM_Minimum))  )
        Base_SP_ave(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        count2 = count2 + 1;
    else if ((count > 1) && (temp(count2) > Base_SP_ave(count-1) + 
2/60*(Stroke/12)*RPM_Tolerance ))
        Base_SP_ave(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        end
    end
end
 
%Determines the Torque set points used




for count2 = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    if ((count == 1) && (temp(count2) > (75.4*2*Torque_Minimum)/(6 * 
Stroke * pi * (Bore^2 /4)))  )
        Base_BMEP(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        count2 = count2 + 1;
    else if ((count > 1) && (temp(count2) > Base_BMEP(count-1) + (75.4
*2*Torque_Tolerance/2)/(6 * Stroke * pi * (Bore^2 /4)) ))
        Base_BMEP(count) = temp(count2);
        count = count + 1;
        end







%Determines the position of the BSFC data point in the SP_ave/BMEP 
matrix
%based on its RPM and Torque set points
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:SP_ave_Points(2)
        for count3 = 1:BMEP_Points(2)
            if ( ((SP_ave(count) > (Base_SP_ave(count2) - (2/60*
(Stroke/12) * RPM_Tolerance/2))) && (SP_ave(count) < (Base_SP_ave
(count2) + (2/60*(Stroke/12) *RPM_Tolerance/2)))) && ((BMEP(count) > 
(Base_BMEP(count3) - (75.4*2*Torque_Tolerance/2)/(6 * Stroke * pi * 
(Bore^2 /4)))) && (BMEP(count) < (Base_BMEP(count3) + (75.4
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*2*Torque_Tolerance/2)/(6 * Stroke * pi * (Bore^2 /4))))))
                BSFC_BMEP_Contour(count3,count2) = BSFC(count);
            end
        end





%for count2 = 1:index1
%    for count3 = 1:index2
%        if ( (count3 == 1) && (BSFC_BMEP_Contour(count3,count2)==0))
%            BSFC_BMEP_Contour(count3,count2) == BSFC_BMEP_Contour
(count3+1,count2);
%        else if (BSFC_BMEP_Contour(count3,count2) == 0)
%                BSFC_BMEP_Contour(count3,count2) = BSFC_BMEP_Contour
(count3-1,count2);
%            end
%        end










% xlabel('Average Piston Speed (ft/sec)');
% ylabel('BMEP (psi)');
% %[C,h] = contour(Base_RPM,Base_Torque,BSFC_Contour);
% %clabel(C,h)
 
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    FuelConversion_Efficiency(count) = diesel(count).average(20);
    mdot_fuel(count) = diesel(count).average(7)*2.2;
    Power(count) = diesel(count).average(18);
    Volumetric_man_Efficiency(count) = diesel(count).average(23);
    Volumetric_atm_Efficiency(count) = diesel(count).average(22);




%Determines the position of the BSFC data point in the RPM/Torque 
matrix
%based on its RPM and Torque set points
for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:RPM_Points(2)
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        for count3 = 1:Torque_Points(2)
            if ( ((RPM(count) > (Base_RPM(count2) - RPM_Tolerance/2)) 
&& (RPM(count) < (Base_RPM(count2) + RPM_Tolerance/2))) && ((Torque
(count) > (Base_Torque(count3) - Torque_Tolerance/2)) && (Torque
(count) < (Base_Torque(count3) + Torque_Tolerance/2))))
                Volumetric_man_Efficiency_Contour(count3,count2) = 
Volumetric_man_Efficiency(count);
                Volumetric_atm_Efficiency_Contour(count3,count2) = 
Volumetric_atm_Efficiency(count);
            end
        end






for count1 = 1:index1
    for count2 = 1:index2
        if ( (count2 == 1) && (Volumetric_man_Efficiency_Contour
(count2,count1)==0))
            Volumetric_man_Efficiency_Contour(count2,count1) = 
Volumetric_man_Efficiency_Contour(count2+1,count1);
        else if (Volumetric_man_Efficiency_Contour(count2,count1) == 
0)
                Volumetric_man_Efficiency_Contour(count2,count1) = 
Volumetric_man_Efficiency_Contour(count2-1,count1);
            end
        end






for count1 = 1:index1
    for count2 = 1:index2
        if ( (count2 == 1) && (Volumetric_atm_Efficiency_Contour
(count2,count1)==0))
            Volumetric_atm_Efficiency_Contour(count2,count1) = 
Volumetric_atm_Efficiency_Contour(count2+1,count1);
        else if (Volumetric_atm_Efficiency_Contour(count2,count1) == 
0)
                Volumetric_atm_Efficiency_Contour(count2,count1) = 
Volumetric_atm_Efficiency_Contour(count2-1,count1);
            end
        end




%        if ((count1 == 1) && (count2 ==1) && (Param(count2,count1) == 
0))
%            Param(count2,count1) = (Param(count2+1,count1) + Param
(count2,count1+1))/2;
%        else if ((count1 == 1) && (count2 > 1) && (count2 < index2)  
&& (Param(count2,count1) == 0))
%                Param(count2,count1) = (Param(count2-1,count1) + 
Param(count2+1,count1) + Param(count2,count1+1))/3;
%        else if ((count1 == 1) && (count2 == index2) && (Param
(count2,count1) == 0))
%                Param(count2,count1) = (Param(count2-1,count1) + 
Param(count2,count1+1))/2;
%        else if
        
            
            
 
 





% title('Volumetric Efficiency (manifold) Contours');
% xlabel('Engine Speed (rpm)');





% title('Volumetric Efficiency (atmospheric) Contours');
% xlabel('Engine Speed (rpm)');








% ylabel('Power*Mdot (hp lbm/hr)');
% subplot(3,1,2)
% scatter(RPM,Volumetric_man_Efficiency);
% title('Volumetric Efficiency (manifold)');





% title('Volumetric Efficiency (atmospheric)');






for count = 1:diesel_dims(2)
    for count2 = 1:RPM_Points(2)
        for count3 = 1:Torque_Points(2)
            if ( ((RPM(count) > (Base_RPM(count2) - RPM_Tolerance/2)) 
&& (RPM(count) < (Base_RPM(count2) + RPM_Tolerance/2))) && ((Torque
(count) > (Base_Torque(count3) - Torque_Tolerance/2)) && (Torque
(count) < (Base_Torque(count3) + Torque_Tolerance/2))))
                Boost_Contour(count3,count2) = Boost(count);
            end
        end






% xlabel('Engine Speed (rpm)');





for index = 1:RPM_Points(2)
    for index2 = 1:diesel_dims(2)
 
        if( RPM(index2)> (Base_RPM(index) - RPM_Tolerance/2)) && (RPM
(index2) < (Base_RPM(index) + RPM_Tolerance/2))
            Willans(index).data(count,1) = diesel(index2).average(26);
            Willans(index).data(count,2) = diesel(index2).average(7)
/1000*3600;
            count = count + 1;
        end
    end
    count = 1;
end





% for count = 1:RPM_Points(2)
%     scatter(Willans(count).data(:,1),Willans(count).data(:,2));
197
% end
% legend ('1000 RPM', '1200 RPM','1500 RPM','1800 RPM','2200 
RPM','2400 RPM','2500 RPM', 'Location', 'EastOutside')
% xlabel ('BMEP (psi)')
% ylabel ('Fuel Flow Rate (g/s)')
% title ('Willans Plot')
 
%% Plots - Chris Forster
 
% Griddata interval parameters
TC.gd.int = 2;
 




































































































































































































































































































xlabel('Corrected Compressor Flowrate [lbm/min]')









xlabel('Corrected Turbine Flowrate [lbm/min]')
















































































































































































































































































































































% title('Manifold Volumetric Efficiency and Boost Comparison Map')
% xlabel('Engine Speed [RPM]')
% ylabel('Engine Load [lbf-ft]')










%clear Ambient_Pressure Bore Stroke Cylinders CompressionRatio data1 
data2; 
%clear file1 file2 Dew_Point Displacement Q_lhv RPM_Tolerance 
Torque_Tolerance;
%clear diesel_dims count count2 file flag index temp RPM Torque BSFC 
BMEP;








% This function is a viscosity correction factor for LFE measurements.
 
function [up] = viscosity_correction(T)
 
v_col1 = 50:159;
v_col2 = [1.03034 1.02877 1.02720 1.02564 1.02408 1.02253 1.02099 
1.01945 1.01792 1.01639 1.01487 1.01336 1.01185 1.01035 1.00885 
1.00736 1.00588 1.00440 1.00292 ...
    1.00146 1.0000 0.99854 0.99709 0.99564 0.99420 0.99277 0.99134 
0.98992 0.98850 0.98709 0.98568 0.98428 0.98288 0.98149 0.98010 
0.97872 0.97734 0.97597 0.97461 0.97325 ...
    0.97189 0.97054 0.96919 0.96785 0.96651 0.96518 0.96386 0.96253 
0.96122 0.95991 0.95860 0.95729 0.95600 0.95470 0.95341 0.95213 
0.95085 0.94957 0.94830 0.94704 ...
    0.94578 0.94452 0.94327 0.94202 0.94077 0.93953 0.93830 0.93707 
0.93584 0.93462 0.93340 0.93219 0.93098 0.92977 0.92857 0.92737 
0.92618 0.92499 0.92380 0.92262 ...
    0.92144 0.92027 0.91910 0.91794 0.91678 0.91562 0.91446 0.91331 
0.91217 0.91103 0.90989 0.90875 0.90762 0.90650 0.90537 0.90425 
0.90314 0.90203 0.90092 0.89981 ...
    0.89871 0.89761 0.89652 0.89543 0.89434 0.89326 0.89218 0.89110 
0.89003 0.88896];
 






















































































































title('Power Required by ACM using BSFC Method')
xlabel('Engine Speed [RPM]')
ylabel('Engine Load [lbf-ft]')
h = colorbar('vert');
ylabel(h, '[hp]')
 
 
218
